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 YouTube

 Blogger, WordPress, etc. 
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 Content vs. advertising (e.g.,Godes, Ofek and Sarvary 2009; 

Kind, Nilssen and Sørgard 2009)

 Overproduction/duplication of popular content 
 Underserving viewers with niche preferences 

 Popular content is often not important and may 
promote unintended social norms (e.g., Herman and 
McChesney 1997)

 The business model is destroying our culture and 
we are “amusing ourselves to death” (Postman 2005)
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 Studies on how advertiser preference influences 
content (e.g., Wilbur 2008; Rinallo and Basuroy 2009)

 Theoretical models in economics (e.g., Steiner 1952; Beebe 
1977; Spence and Owen 1977; Gabszewicz et al. 2006; Peitz and Valletti 2008)

 Little empirical evaluation of how ad-sponsored 
business models affect the incentives of content 
providers 
 Time consuming to collect and analyze data

 Difficulty in establishing causal relationship
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 Founded in 1998
 Registered users: 0.2 billion
 Daily page views: 1.4 billion
 News, emailing, blogging, photo and video-

sharing, microblogging, instant messaging
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07/2005 

Launch 

blogging 

service

09/11/2007 

Announce 

ad-revenue-

sharing 

program

11/2007 

Start 

placing ads 

on blog 

pages 

10/2007 

Advertisers 

start to buy 

impressions

03/2008 

Open to all 

bloggers

Test Period
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 More than 700 page views per week for 4 
consecutive weeks prior to the application date

 Provide real identity and bank information (for 
direct deposit)

 Paid on a monthly basis when balance exceeds 
CNY 100 (about US$15)

 A blogger makes about CNY 4.5 (US$0.70) per 
1,000 impressions
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 Pay-per-impression business model with a 
fixed rate per impression 

 Abrupt change of business model

 Not all bloggers participate

 Complete historical data from birth of blog
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 IDs of all participants by end of 01/09 & their 
enrollment dates

 Participants: 4,200; Nonparticipants: 26,974

 Time period: May 2007 – January 2009 

 Total number of blog posts: 4.4 million

 Information from each blog post; aggregate on a 
monthly basis for each blogger                                                                          
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Title
Date and Time

Tags

Body

# of Page Views
# of Comments
# of Bookmarks
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Announcement Open to All
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 Measure a tag’s popularity by the total number of 
page views of blog posts containing this tag in each 
month

 Define top 150 tags in each month as “popular” tags

 A post is “popular” if it has a popular tag: 23% posts 
are popular, with 63% of total page views
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Announcement Open to All
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 Endogeneity in joining the program
 Fixed effects at blogger level 

 Instruments
▪ How many months since a blogger starts blogging

▪ Average # of posts in the past

 Program may take effect before enrollment
 Take 9/2007 as break point for all participants
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* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%

Content popularity goes up by 13.0 percentage point.
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 Stock market, salacious content, celebrities

Content shifts by 6.6 percentage points towards the three domains.

* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
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 Average % of bookmarks
 Average # of characters, pictures, video clips

* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
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 Selection problem
 Propensity matching & Rosenbaum bounds
 The AET (Altonji, Elder and Taber 2005) method
 Pre-trend analysis

 Alternative definitions of popular tags
 Use tags from nonparticipants
 Use body text of each post to generate tags

 Effects  stronger for moderately popular 
blogs and persist over time
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 Ad revenue increases percentage and quality of 
popular content

 Ad revenue also increases amount and quality of 
niche content, top niche-content contributors 
even increase percentage of niche posts 

 Is the proliferation of ad-sponsored business 
models worrisome?
 Online vs. offline media
 Pay per impression vs. pay per click
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 Niche tags defined by Pareto Principle 

 Niche posts: assc. only with niche tags

 Alternative def: outside top 2000 by page view

 tag manipulation

 Top niche contributors: # niche posts, # niche 
page views both above 75th percentile 
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